Sophos
Smarter Network Protection

User activity
and monitoring

Security

Functionality

Remote offices
and access

A new era of risk demands firewall protection more advanced than ever
before. A firewall that blocks intrusions at the gateway, monitors traffic
in real time, and has complete visibility of web activity.
Sophos from TechPath is designed to protect modern organisations against the threat of co-ordinated attacks, without slowing you
down. Unlike a router, which merely directs traffic, unified threat management (UTM) inspects the contents to ensure they are safe
for your business environment. Sophos ensures that business traffic runs smoothly, while unwelcome visitors are not allowed in.
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Sophos Features:
User activity and monitoring

Security

Sophos performs SSL inspection, giving you full reporting on all

Maintaining a secure environment is a high priority for any

user web activities. Any issues can be quickly identified and dealt

business, and Sophos from TechPath makes this easier with a

with before they create risk.

second layer of AV protection at the gateway. This gives you

Sophos from TechPath reporting includes:
•

User threat ratings to identify high risk users within your
network

•

Live traffic monitoring – including SSL

•

Dashboard and exported reports

•

Complete visibility of web activity

In addition, Sophos gives you full control of content access thanks
to strong content filtering capabilities. You can block access to
sites that represent increased security risk, as well as those that
reduce productivity, such as social media. This can be easily set

increased protection by providing layered AV protection from
multiple vendors, increasing your overall AV effectiveness.
Sophos is designed to block known bot nets. If a machine within
your network has become infected, this prevents the infection
from communicating back to known botnets. This confinement
can stop infections such as Cryptolocker from running.
Sophos reviews the contents of traffic, via deep packet
inspection, to block threats at the gateway – for example, when
you consider sending a letter, the UTM will automatically open it
to ensure there are no harmful contents.

and adjusted by site, by classification or by action. You can even
block access to specific countries or regions, according to your
own preferences.

Functionality

Remote offices and access

No security option is truly powerful unless it is practical and

Sophos from TechPath is ideal for supporting businesses with

usable in a real business environment, so Sophos from TechPath

multiple sites. Thanks to the use of RED devices, remote offices

has been designed to readily perform the tasks you need. You can

benefit from the full Sophos feature set.

expect to:
•

protection extends to ensure they can work safely from multiple

applications to reduce their impact on business activities.

devices, including iOS and Android, via SSL VPN.

These might include updates across your network, and iphone
updates.
•

For those accessing your environment remotely, the Sophos

Limit the rate of bandwidth-consuming non-business

Prioritise bandwidth for business critical activities (such

Whether you’re a smaller, single-site organisation, or managing
multiple branch locations, Sophos from TechPath keeps your IT
environment safe – so you can get on with your business.

as VOIP), so they are not affected by lower importance
applications.
•

Use web caching to speed up access and reduce downloads
for popular websites within your organisation.

Ask your TechPath contact for more information about secure IT environments,
email sales@techpath.com.au or call us today on 1300 033 300.
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